Always release regulator adjusting screw before opening valve.

“I never release the adjusting screw, takes too much time. Oops!”
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Never use oil or petroleum base grease on regulators, inlet and outlet connections, cylinder valves, torches, fittings or other equipment in contact with oxygen.

“I told you, some of the welders were using oil on their regulators.”
Keep heat, flames and sparks away from combustibles.

“When you light up, you don’t miss much, do you Jonesy?”
Secure and locate all cylinders to prevent them from falling, dropping or being knocked over.

“Blast! I must have forgotten to chain my oxygen cylinder.”
Know and follow all safety rules and practices during welding, heating and cutting operations.

“Can you see the 37 (or more) safety violations shown here?”
Never use oxygen as a substitute for compressed air.

“There goes Lumis now... and his theory on using oxygen for ventilation.”